Problem MD arises in many different settings. We briefly illut, rate
some of the major applications.
In production planning and scheduling, problem (N) arises in the following way. The allocation of production resources, as for examnle labor hours or machine capacity, is made with aggregate data. The results are aggregate plans that must be implemented at the detailed level an, t!i.refore need to be disaggregated. It is at this point that problem (N) plays an important role. Two of the objective functions encountered in these situations are a) G (x ) -+ 1 hx jeJ j where for each iteri 1, Si, Dj, hi, and x correspond to the setup cost, the demand, the holding cost per period and the number of hours of labor to be assigned to the item.
The quantity P* represents the total number of labor hours assigned by the aggregate plan to the family composed by the set of items {k: kcJ*). Por any generic item kEJ*, AIk , SSk , Dks and xk are respectively, the available inventory, the safety stock, the demand, and the number of labor hours to be allocated to that item. In this case, problem (N) attempts to equalize the run out time of each item J, i.e., the length of time that the number of units produced during xj will last, with the run out time of the family {k: kcJ°1.
Constraint (1) typically assures that the disaggregation process is consistent with the aggregate plan while, the lower and upper bounds (2) guarantee respectively that the demand for each item will be met and that the overstock limit will not be exceeded. Other applications to production planning can be found in and zero elsewhere.
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THE ALGORITHM
In section 1, we assumed that the functions Gj(xj) are convex and differentiable. Without loss of generality we can add the conditions: a) ubj > tb JcJ* since, if ub k -Eb k for some kcJ* the value of xk is determined. Hence, k can be deleted from J* and P* replaced by P*-7.
b) E Lb < P 0 < E ub . Otherwise the problem is either infeasible or the solution is trivially determined.
(N) is a convex problem with linear constraints. Hence, the correspond- are deleted.
We first state and prove the optimality of the algorithm under the assumption that all relaxations N(B) of (N) encountered in step 1 have an optimal solution. At the end of this section we relax this assumption.
The Algorithm
Initialization:
p.
Iteration 8 (8=1,2,3...)
Step and stop,the solution x JsJ* generated by the algorithm is optimal. Otherwise go to step 2.
Step 2 Since at each iteration the set JS is reduced by at least one element, the algorithm is finite. The algorithm relies on the fact that it is general.y much easier to solve N(B) than (N). Problem N(B) can be solved by using its Kuhn-Tucker conditions. In fact, in several practical applications it -6-is even possible to obtain a solution in closed form.
To prove that xj JCJ, generated by the algorithm, solve (N), we construct a corresponding Kuhn-Tucker vector through the following results. Let XS be the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated to the knapsack constraint in 'Wa). It follows that
B~8+x 8+1us
For at least one j 0 J Ji 0+I j+I j 0_8+1
•/xas, since J +2 = 5+I-j +I The set xj JcJ* generated by the algorithm Is optimal in (N).
Proof: By lemmas 1 and 2, theorems 3b) and 4b), the set xi JeJ* Penerated by the algorithm has the following property:
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where, the indices k 1 , k 2 ,..., kp; i1 i..., i, and v, 2 ,..., v correspond to variables for which the optimal value was set at the upper bound and lower bound in step 3 of the algorithm and variables whose optimal value was obtained in step 1 of the last iteration of the algorithm respectively.
To see that conditions (3) - (9) are satisfied take, Table 7) . The computer used is a Borroughs B6700. The propre.s were written in Algol. Applications of problems presented in Tables 5 and 7 to hierarchical prodction planning can be found in [2] and [3]. The parameters (similtbiubi, etc.) corresponding to problems of Tables 1 throub.
(6 and 7)
were randomly generated in intervals where the functions ri(xi)
are strictly convex decreasing (strictly convex).
For the problems presented in Tables 1 through 5 we have noticed that the time required by Luss and Gupta's method Just to compute the derivatives at the lower bound and order them is comparable to the total time of our alvorithm. 
